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Since its inception Alberta Show 
Jumpers (ABSJ) has always had the goal 
of bringing a sense of community and 
connection to the show jumping realm, 
and we are excited to announce some 
major renovations and expansions 
while keeping the original spirit and 
intention intact. 

We are proud to introduce ‘Grayt Times’ 
- a new publication with all the same 
values that ABSJ represented, but now 
including all of Canada, not only in our 
content but also in our distribution. 

Along with the rebranding and 
expanded coverage, advertising will 
be more accessible through a wider 

range of price points and print cycles. 
To do this we are hearkening back to 
the nostalgia of the newspaper format. 
Sleek design, easy to read and distribute, 
capable to grow and expand, and most 
importantly an open concept format 
that disseminates content seamlessly 
while offering several premium 
advertising opportunities. 

The newly minted ‘Grayt Times’ will 
be printed 6 times per year starting in 
February 2020, and be at your local tack 
store or horse show bi-monthly after 
that.

ABSJ magazine was a free publication, 
available to everyone. Grayt Times will 
continue this tradition, which means we 
rely solely on our amazing advertisers.  
With our expanding coverage and 
distribution, and more frequent prints, 
we are excited to offer this platform to 
advertisers through a wider scale of 

rates to better service trainers, stables, 
tack shops, independent retailers, feed 
and bedding distributors, and much 
more. 

We want to keep this publication free, as 
a vehicle to provide information, news, 
reference material, offer insightful and 
exclusive editorials, and in a broader 
sense create a sense of community 
within show jumping in Canada. 

Please check out our new website www.
GraytTimes.com and we encourage you 
to contact us with any input, questions 
or advertising requests via email at 
holly@GraytDesigns.com 

Thank you for your continued support 
and we look forward to this endeavour 
together! 

Advertising Rates

**Six-edition commitments will receive a 10% discount**

Grayt Times wants to help you get your name and 
brand out there through our publication. Let’s chat 
about advertorials, advertising copy ideas, article 
submissions - and any other idea you have for us!

email Holly@GraytDesigns.com

www.GraytTimes.com 
403.660.2550 

Holly@GraytDesigns.com

Distributed
February

April
June

August
October

December

Copy Due
January 15th
 March 15th
 May 15th
 July 15th
 September 15th
 November 15th

Edition schedule for 2020:
Premium Advertiser: 

Side Banner: 
Business Card: 

Logo Footer: 

$400 per edition
$100 per edition
$65 per edition
$40 per edition


